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This index contains supporting info_ation about the 70-mm, 16-mm,
and 35-ramphotography taken during the Apollo 12 mission.
For each 70-mmframe, the index presents information on: (i) the
focal length of the camera, (2) the photo scale at the principal point
of the frame, (3) the selenographic coordinates at the principal point
of the frame, (4) the percentage of forward overlap of the frame, (5) the
sun angle (medium, low, high), (16) the quality of the photography, (7) the
approximate tilt (minimum and maximum)of the camera_ and (8) the direction
of tilt. A brief description of each frame is also included.
The index to the 16-mmsequence photography includes information
concerning the approximate surface coverage of the photographic sequence
and a brief description of the principal features shown. A "remarks" column
is included to indicate: (i) if the sequence is plotted on the photographic
index map and (2) the quality of the photography. The pictures taken using
the lunar surface closeup stereoscopic camera (35 mm) are also described in
this same index format°
The National Space Science Data Center (NSSDC)wishes to thank membersof
the staff of the Mapping Sciences Laboratory, MannedSpacecraft Center, and
the personnel of the Lockheed Electronics Company/MappingSciences Laboratory
for providing their original index pages to NSSDC. The document preparation
effort at NSSDCwas under the direction of Mr. Arthur T. Anderson.
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APOLLO 12 HASSELBLAD PHOTOGRAPHY (70 ram)
MAGAZINE Q
Frames AS12-50-7325 through 7459
This color (S0-368) magazine includes pictures taken just after
translunar injection (TLI) and during lunar orbit 3. Three lenses -- 80,
250, and 500 mm--were used. Earth, moon, spacecraft parts, and space-
craft interior are included. Targets of opportunity (TO) covered (or
partially covered) are: 3, 4, 5, 10a, ii, 12, 18, 23, 26, 27, 30, 32, 34,
and 35.
In general, the quality of the images is good, although camera move-
ment and positioning of the camera axis near the sun caused nine frames
to be nearly useless. Most lunar topography and all earth frames are
oblique (or contain the whole sphere); five frames of Petavius-B are
near vertical; 12 frames (not numbered) were skipped.
Five usable frames document the smear and liquid droplet movement
on the circular hatch window and the left (square) window of the command
service module (CSM) and were taken shortly after TLI. Apparently, this
liquid was largely outside the innermost glass pane.
High-angle obliques (such as the Eratosthenes and Humbolt frames)
tend toward a more reddish brown color, especially when the illumination
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Frames AS12-51-7460 through 7588
Magazine R is 70-ram color photography of the lunar surface, plus
some views of the earth. The photographs were taken from the command module
(CM) at approximately 60 nautical miles orbital altitude. The majority of
the photographs are oblique with a view on track or in a northerly direction.
An 80-ram lens was used for all but 20 frames, which were recorded with a
250-mm lens. Photographic quality was good for 90 percent of the magazine.
Eighty percent of the frames cover areas of the lunar surface on the near side,
with 90 percent of these covering from 35 ° east longitude to 40 ° west longitude.
The following targets of opportunity are fully or partially covered:
7, 8, 9, 15, 23, 25, 26, 27, 29, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 39, 40, 42, 43,
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Frames AS12-52-7589 through 7762
Magazine S contains black and white orbital coverage of the lunar
surface taken from an average altitude of 60 nautical miles. It consists
of 173 frames, numbered from 7589 through 7762, photographed with 80-,
250-, and 500-mm lenses.
The coverage ranges from 130 ° east longitude to 45 ° west longitude
and 15 ° north latitude to about 50 ° south latitude. Photographic quality
ranges from poor to good.
Frames 7589 through 7600 are 80-mm low-oblique stereo coverage of
Fra Mauro and target of opportunity 35. All frames are of good quality.
Frames 7669 through 7709 include 500-mm low-oblique to near-vertical
stereo coverage of Fra Mauro and are of poor to good quality. The frames
are partially exposed due to a camera shutter malfunction. Frames 7631
through 7668 are 500-mm low-oblique stereo coverage of Descartes and are of
poor to good quality. Frames 7645 through 7668 are partially exposed due
to a camera shutter malfunction.
Frames 7601 through 7630 and 7710 through 7762 were taken with a
250-ram lens. Frames 7605 through 7630 are 250-mm low-oblique to near-
vertical stereo coverage of the southern edge of Herschel. The photographic
quality is fair to good. Frames 7735 and 7738 through 7740 are 250-ram
high-oblique exposures of Copernicus. The photographic quality is good.
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Frames AS12-54-7948 through 8120
Magazine T is 70-ram black and white photography of the lunar surface,
taken from the CM. The entire magazine is a near-vertical stereo strip
photographed with an 80-mm lens. The approximate coverage is from 125 °
east longitude, 3° south latitude to 55 ° west longitude, 3 ° north latitude.
Sun angles are from low to high, and the photographic quality ranges from
poor to good.
Frames 8083 through 8091 cover an area from the north tip of Fra Mauro
to landing site 7. Landing site 5 is shown on frames 8108 and 8109. The
target of opportunity coverage is as follows: 8 on frames 7954 through 7957;
13 on 8028 and 8029; 15 on 8033 through 8035; 18 on 8048 through 8051;
23 on 8056 through 8059; 26 on 8065 and 8066; 27 on 8068 through 8070;
32 on 8075 through 8077; 35 partially imaged on 8083 and 8084; 39 on 8087
through 8098; and 48 on 8108 through 8111.
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Frames AS12-53-7763 through 7947
Magazine U consists of overlappinglstereoscopic 70-n_n black and white
imagery of Fra Mauro (41 frames), Descartes (41 frames), and Lalande (42
frames), photographed with a 500-mm lens. The remaining frames of the
magazine are: four frames of the moon, probably taken during transearth
coast, and 57 frames of the solar eclipse, i0 of which were exposed during
a camera malfunction. The quality of the 500-mm Fra Mauro, Descartes, and
Lalande imagery ranges from fair to poor on this magazine. Targets of
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Frames AS12-47-6869 through 7021
The first 16 frames of this color magazine are high obliques of the
lunar surface taken from the LM while in lunar orbit. Target of opportunity
9 is included.
The remainder of this magazine illustrates the LM, deployed equipment,
and the lunar surface around the landing area. Surface photography was
exposed with the 60-mm !ens_ Included are the following four panoramas
taken near the landing area:
I. 6941 through 6960
A 20-frame panorama from northwest at the ALSEP to north at the flag,
then to east with the LM (sung!int) and Surveyor Crater; then to
south and southwest including Bench Crater.
2. 6961 through 6981
A 21-frame panorama northwest from the LM, east to Surveyor Crater, and a
360 ° panorama back to the LM.
3. 6982 through 7006
A 25-frame panorama, 360 ° , taken from northeast of the LM looking west
at the panel and flag; then to southwest at the LM and counterclockwise
to south and west looking into Surveyor Crater; then looking northwest at
the TV and back to the panel to complete the 360 ° circuit.
4. 7011 through 7015
A five-frame panorama from northwest to north showing (from left to right)
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Frames AS12-48-7022 through 7171
Magazine X is 70-ram black and white photography taken before, during,
and after the second extravehicular activity (EVA) on the lunar surface.
Each of the images has a reseau grid superimposed on the 60-mm lens.
Included in this magazine are panoramic views of the lunar surface
taken from the LM window showing the flag, the ALSEP equipment, and the
solar wind panel. Surveyor 3, the Surveyor Crater, Block Crater, and
the color chart are also included.
Panoramas of areas on the lunar surface near the LM and Surveyor 3
are identified below:
I. 7031 through 7032
A two-frame view from the LM looking northwest at terrain near the
LM.
2. 7088 through 7090
A three-frame panorama of the Surveyor Crater and a view to the
northwest from the southeastern rim showing Surveyor 3, the LM, and
the blocky rim of a small crater on the north slopes of the Surveyor
Crater o
3o 7101 through 7105
A five-frame panorama to the northeast, inside Surveyor Crater,
and a closeup view of Surveyor 3 with arm extended.
4. 7141 through 7143
A three-frame panorama of Block Crater, with a view to the west
from the east rim showing the LM and the Surveyor Crater. Part of
Surveyor 3 is visible at the extreme upper left of the panorama o
77
5. 7144 through 7147
A four-frame panorama of Block Crater with a view to the south
from the north rim showing a view into Surveyor Crater°
Surveyor 3 is visible in the upper left of the panorama.
6. 7153, 7156, and 7157
These three frames comprise a short panorama of the near terrain
to the west of the LM.
7. 7167 through 7169
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MAGAZ INE Y
Frames AS12-46-6715 through 6868
Magazine Y contains color photographs taken before, during, and after
the first EVA. Each of the images has a reseau grid superimposed on the 60-mm
lens. Included are the following seven panoramas of the area around the
ALSEP deployment :
i. 6730 through 6745
A 16-frame panorama from west to northwest showing an astronaut before
ALSEP deployment, to northeast at the flag, antenna, and LM (sunglint),
to west with Surveyor Crater.
2. 6746 through 6763
An 18-frame panorama, 360 °, taken from north of the LM, including
Surveyor Crater, Surveyor, LM, flag, panel, and TV camera, and returning
to Surveyor Crater.
3. 6764 through 6782
A complete 360 ° panorama from southeast of the LM on the rim of
Surveyor Crater. This panorama includes Surveyor 3, Surveyor Crater,
and the LM.
4. 6807 through 6811
A five-frame panorama from south to southwest showing an astronaut
deploying the ALSEP. The LM, flag, and antenna are in the background
to the south. A mound to the southwest is in the central portion of
the panorama.
5. 6836 through 6844
VV
A nine-frame panorama of "I000 Crater, northwest of Head Crater,
showing the entire rim with numerous rocks.
6o 6845 through 6852
ww northwest of Head Crater,An eight-frame panorama of 'Vl000 Crater,
showing the entire rim with numerous rocks.
7. 6853 through 6855
A three-frame panorama to the west, containing Bench Crater to the
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MAGAZINE Z
Frames AS12-49-7!72 through 7324
Magazine Z is 70-ram black and white photography taken on the lunar surface
during the second EVA. A 60-mm lens with a reseau grid was used. Photographic
content includes the core samples, tool kit, and views of Head, Bench, Halo,
and Sharp Craters. The following are included in the magazine Z panorama:
®
Io 7209 through 7212
A four-frame panorama looking west to north showing the lunar surface.
The lunar surface hand tool kit is in the center of the panorama.
2. 7213 through 7215
A three-frame panorama to the east over Head Crater, showing the LM.
3. 7223 through 7228
A six-frame clockwise panorama of Bench Crater, rim to rim, looking
south from the north rim, showing the east, south, and west inner
walls and large rocks on the floor.
4. 7229 through 7233
A five-frame counterclockwise panorama of Bench Crater from the north
rim_ showing the south and west walls and floor.
5. 7244 through 7256
A 13-frame counterclockwise panorama looking east into the sun,
showing an astronaut, the LM, and numerous rocks. The panorama
continues to the north and then to due west.
6. 7263 through 7269
A seven-frame counterclockwise panorama of Sharp Crater looking
west from outside the eastern rim. Very blocky.
7. 7271 through 7275
A five-frame clockwise panorama of Sharp Crater looking from the
east rim to the west.
8. 7308 through 7311
A four-frame panorama looking west showing the lunar surface,
the lunar surface hand tool kit, and Astronaut Bean with hand tools.
9. 7321 through 7324
Originally a six-frame panorama of Surveyor Crater; frame 7325
is 90% washout and 7326 will not tie end of panorama. This
panorama, which contains four frames, begins on the southwestern
rim of Surveyor Crater looking east at Surveyor and the eastern
inner slope of the crater, and pans counterclockwise to the LM
on the northwestern rim.
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MAGAZINE EE
Frames AS12-55-8121 through 8297
Photographic coverage of magazine EE is imaged on 70-mm black and white
(S0-164) film. Exposures were made from the CM with camera focal lengths of
80 mm and 250 mm at approximately 60 nautical miles altitudeo The 177 exposures
are of poor to good quality. The 75-frame 80-mm stereo sequence of near-vertical
exposures of the back side of the lunar surface are of good quality. Coverage
is from approximately 113 ° east longitude, 5 ° south latitude to 34 ° east longi-
tude, ii ° south latitude. Target of opportunity 13 is covered on frames 8197
and 8198_ Complete coverage of craters Kapteyn, Langrenus A, and Magelhaens was
obtained. La Perouse Crater, excepting the very northern section, and the
northern part of Langrenus Crater were also photographed in this near-vertical
stereo sequence. Other coverage includes 80-mm high obliques of Reiner Crater
in frames 8121 through 8123 and 250-ram high-altitude small-scale transearth
injection (TEI) photographs of the eastern part of the lunar surface in frames
8201 through 8297. In this series, frames 8216 through 8225 show good detai!o
Six exposures of magazine EE are blank.
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APOLLO 12
LUNAR MULTISPECTRAL CAMERA (LMC)
S-158 Experiment Assembly Photography (70 mm)
For this experiment, four EL Hasselblad cameras with 80-mm lenses
were mounted together in such a manner that they could be aimed and operated
simultaneously.
Magazine AA - 80-ram lens- infrared black and white S0-246, 87C filter
(black) , 114 frames
Magazine BB - 80-mm lens - medium speed black and white 3401, 47B filter
(blue) , 150 frames
Magazine CC - 80-mm lens - medium speed black and white 3401, 29+ filter
(red) , 150 frames
Magazine DD - 80-ram lens - black and white 3401, 58 filter (green), 150
fr ames
Camera mounts were perpendicular to the hatch window. Alignment was 57.5 °
pitched up from the X axis. The camera that used the black and white infrared
film did not give as complete a coverage as the other cameras, since it was
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APOLLO 12 SEQUENCE PHOTOGRAPHY (16 mm)
MAGAZINES A through P
Magazines A through P are 16-mm color and black and white sequence
photography of the lunar surface taken from the CSM and the LMo There are
a total of 15 magazines lettered A through P, with the letter J excluded.
All magazines are color with the exception of magazine I. The quality of
the photography ranges from poor to good.
Magazines A through D portray (in order)" transposition and docking,
the LM in formation prior to landing, LM ascent from the CSM, and the LM
being jettisoned. Magazine C also c._ntains views of the landing site and
the Surveyor 3 site as seen through the sextant. Significant surface
features covered on these four magazines are the Pyrenees Mountains, the
Mare Nectaris, and the craters of Theophilus, Descartes, and Lalande A.
Magazine E is a sextant photography stereo strip running from east
to west covering such features as Theophilus Peaks, Lalande A, and Fra Mauro.
Also included are Landmark Tracking Sites (CP-I, CP-2, DE-I, and FM-I). The
last section of magazine E was taken after TEI and shows the eastern limb of
the moon where Basin II, the farside terminator, and the Mare Smythii and
Mare Crisium can be seen.
Magazines F through I include (in order) a sextant photography stereo
strip, reentry, the CSM interior, and black and white oblique sequences of
Herschel, Fra Mauro, and Lalande.
Magazine K contains exposures of the CSM, Fra Mauro, Lalande, Ptolemaeus,
and the LM descent and landing.
Magazines L, M, N, and 0 were recorded from the LM after landing and
include views of the deployed ALSEP, the American flag, the S Band Antenna,
and some of the astronauts' activities during the first EVA.
Magazine P shows the earthrise, Basin II, and the nearside terminator.
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LM ascent from C_ Sequence ends














...... D F IL M " ............C...O.Io...Z........
FRAME NUMBER LOCATION
°S, 77°E to 15°S,35°E
DESCRIPTION
Docking with CS_ Craters
Ansgarius, Kapteyn " _', Lame, Lohse








APOLLO 12 SEQUENCE PHOTOGRAPHY (16ram)
MAG: ..........._ .............. FILM" _ ......












12S_41E to $$_ 22W
DESCRiPTiON
Bright yellow dot against black
Sextant photography stereo strip








Small briE_t oratgr i__erre
Theophilus Peaks
South rim of Kant
Dollond
Small wed_e_shaped crater on east
..........rim o_. Ptolemaeu...s............................................
West of Lalande "A"
Sextant photography; landmark




t__ site DF_I ..................................
Sex%ant photography; landmark
® itrackln site _M-I
•. ............_ ................ _ _.. .....
REMARKS
........... ......... . ..... . .........
Poor film quality




_.. . . ....
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Centered near 0° Lato
and 90°E Lon o
DE$CRIPTSON
Sextant photography; landmark






T_stern Limb of Moon i
including Basin II, Smyth's Sea
Craters 201_ 19'7, ]_98, 199, 195
275_ 277, 273_ 270_ 276.
TEl, eastern limb of Moon
including farside termiI_tor°
Direction of view is south and
southwestward. Includes Sea of
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Double Crater on _idge
East on Crater 277
Small Sharp Rim Crater
East of Crater 273
..............
___ .____......
Small Crater on Southeast
Rim .......................of _.._..r _a t.e._r .. ..2....73.
_Rim of Sharp Crater
North of Basin II





01d Crater and Small Bright
Crater North of M_ller
West Rim of Herschel
Double Crater East of Lalande
_TCTI
Small Crater West of
Lalande
°W
Small Crater Northeast of
Fra Mauro
Small Crater
Small Sharp Crater North
Located on Frame ASI2-
Located on Frame AS12-
54-7958
Located on Frame ASI2-
ted on Frame AS12-
54-2964 (Ma
Located on Frame AS12-
cated on Frame ASI2-
ated on Frame ASI2-
Located on Frame AS12-
54-8065 (Mag T)
• __ ....... :
Located on Frame AS12-
54-8o7o(_.g......T)____
Located on Frame ASI2-
Located on Frame ASI2-
Located on Frame AS12-
81
Located on Frame ASI2-
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Juncture of Mare and Highlands
North of Fra Mauro
Mare Northwest of Fra Mauro
Small Double Crater South of
Lansburg
.=..___.......=_==
Small Crater and Rille
Northwest of Lansberg "G"
Small Crater and Rille
Southeast of Encke "C"




cated on Frame ASI2-
Located on Frame ASI2-
(MagT)
Located on Frame ASI2-
(Mag T)
Located on Frame ASI2-
cated on Frame ASI2-
ed on Frame ASI2-

































8°E to 6°S °W
DESCRIPTION
ll°W to 35°S,17°W
includes craters Hind, Halley,
Muller, North Portion of
.......................... =:: ._... _...._.;_ ..... =...=_.=...:_:=_:..... ::=....:_
Ptolemaeus
Too poor Quality to Plot
:-s.tt-m-.v_:;.............:t-rm_ _---_ --_..............mif_ =-------_
REMARKS
6°S,.4°W to 4°S, 9°W
7°S, 0° to 5°S,_ 20°W
Po or t o Ea.$r ..........Q_La!_i..._%_........
Poor Quality
Mauro, Perry "Lvv
& "C" Lalande Lalande "A" "C"
Herschel, Ptolemaeus




2°S,26°W to 3°g23°...___....__...W . ...............LM Descent and Landing Good Quality _ _ ..................
::-...... ::-s r_-_-_...... ::rx_'_-<.........
CSM from LM, Fra







F I L M " _--D-p-lor
DESCRIPTION






Landing Site (3°S,23°W) ALSEP Deplo_ent Site. Fair Quality
LEC 12569















F IL M " ...._._o_.or................
(16ram)
LOCATION DESCRIPTION
Landing Site(3°S 23°W View from landed LM (window).
Astronaut during EVA.
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Blurry CSM from LM





APOLLO 12 LUNAR CLOSEUP STEREOSCOPIC
PHOTOGRAPHY (35 mm)
MAGAZINE FF
Frames AS12-57-8441 through 8455
Magazine FF consists of 15 stereoscopic frames of 35-mm film. The
photography shows the lunar surface and footprint impressions.
149
